HIGH LEVELS

MEDIUM LEVELS

Fly Traps and Attractants
For Multiple Levels
Starbar® fly traps and attractants are
used across the low (Bite Free™ Stable Fly
Trap), medium (Captivator® Fly Trap, Fly
Terminator® Pro Fly Trap, Fly Trap Attractant
Refill, FlyRelief™ Disposable Fly Trap,
Milk Jugg™ Trap and Trap ’N Toss™ Disposable
Fly Trap) and high (EZ Trap® Fly Trap,
Lure Fly™ Fly Catchers, Fly Stik™ Sticky Fly
Trap) levels of your operation.
Each trap is designed to address the specific
behavior of the fly at each level. That’s
targeted fly control based on science.

Insect Control
Starts with Starbar
LOW LEVELS

Insects on your operation are a nuisance
to you and your employees, but they also
pose a threat to your animals and property,
causing significant economic losses.
That’s why it is so important to set the bar
for insect control using Starbar® products.

Application Sites

Homes, small farms and commercial
operations have trusted Starbar® products
to control insects for more than 40 years. As
an industry leader, Starbar has a mission to
provide effective pest control solutions.

On low levels, place the trap on the ground.
For medium levels, hang the traps along fence
lines, near calf hutches and on walls. For high
levels, hang the traps from the ceiling out of
reach of people and livestock.

With Starbar® products,
you’ll be equipped to set
the bar at every level.

With Starbar® fly traps and attractants,
you can set the bar for fly control at the low,
medium, and high levels of your operation.
You can count on the precise design of each
trap to provide effective control.
For more information on setting the bar
for insect control at other levels of your
operation, visit StarbarProducts.com
or contact a Central Life Sciences
representative at 1-800-347-8272.

Starbar® Fly Traps
and Attractants
Set the Bar for Insect Control at the
Low, Medium, and High Levels of Your Operation

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Always read and follow label directions. Starbar and Starbar with design are
registered trademarks of Wellmark International. Bite Free, Captivator, EZ Trap, Fly
Relief, Fly Stik, Fly Terminator, Lure Fly, Milk Jugg, Trap ‘N Toss, and the red-yellow
color gradation are trademarks of Farnam Companies, Inc. Central Life Sciences
with design is a registered trademark of Central Garden & Pet Company.
©2018 Wellmark International.
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In, on and around

Prod. #
3005363

Bite Free™
Stable Fly Trap

FlyRelief™
Disposable Fly Traps

Bite Free™ Stable Fly Traps are
scientifically proven to help
effectively trap flies that feed on
your animals. When sunlight shines
through, flies are drawn to the
shimmering, translucent surface.
Bite Free™ Stable Fly Traps have a
weatherproof adhesive surface that
won’t melt or wash away.

Recommended for perimeter use
around rural residences, barns and
more, the FlyRelief™ Disposable
Fly Trap catches thousands of flies
while FlyRelief™ Disposable Fly Trap:
Giant catches twice as many. These
disposable bag traps are easy to use
and come with a built-in attractant.

Prod. Desc.
Adhesive Fly Trap

A heavy-duty, reusable 2 qt. plastic
jug trap that is durable and easy
to use, the Captivator® Fly Trap is
economically priced and comes
complete with a 30 gm. watersoluble attractant pouch.

Prod. Desc.
Jug Trap

Case Qty.
12

Prod. #
100523457
100523456

Prod. Desc.
Disposable Trap

Case Qty.
12

Case Qty.
6

EZ Trap® Fly Trap
EZ Trap® Fly Trap has a unique,
compact design which offers a
large trapping surface that can
be used indoors and outdoors
with no harmful chemicals. EZ
Trap® Fly Trap is insecticide free
and odor free.
Prod. #
3004323

Fly Trap
Attractant Refill
An exclusive formula containing
four different attractants flies
can’t resist, conveniently placed in
a water soluble pouch format. It
can be used with Fly Terminator®
Pro, Captivator® Fly Trap and other
reusable water-based traps. Each
package contains eight 30 gm.
water soluble pouches.

A large capacity 1 gal. jug trap and
attractant, Fly Terminator® Pro
Fly Trap comes with a plastic top
that won’t rust when exposed
to corrosive environments. The
reusable plastic jug traps thousands
of flies, and its sturdy handle makes
the trap easy to hang. Comes
with two, 30 gm. water soluble
attractant pouches.
Prod. Desc.
Jug Trap

Prod. #
100520149

Prod. Desc.
Case Qty.
Disposable Trap
12
Disposable Trap: Giant 12

Starbar makes two kinds of traps: traps with
chemical attractants, and traps that utilize bright
colors to attract flies. Chemical attractants entice
flies while they are looking to mate between the ground
level and the ceiling. Bright colors attract flies to land
when they are looking for a place to rest up high.

Fly Terminator®
Pro Fly Trap

Prod. #
100520212

This handy, disposable fly
trap – complete with its own
attractant – holds thousands
of flies. When it fills up with
flies, just toss it out.

Case Qty.
6

Captivator®
Fly Trap

Prod. #
100520214

Trap ’N Toss™
Disposable Fly Trap

Prod. #
100523455

Prod. Desc.
Resealable Bag

Case Qty.
12

Prod. Desc.		
Adhesive Fly Trap (2-Pack)

Case Qty.
12

Fly Stik™ Sticky Fly Traps

Available in two sizes, the 12-inch Fly Stik™ Jr.
Sticky Fly Trap and the 24-inch Fly Stik™ Sticky Fly
Trap sticks are insecticide and odor free. The slim
design makes each trap easy to hang.
Prod. #
100503350
11736

Milk Jugg™ Trap

Lure Fly™
Fly Catchers

Turn ordinary plastic milk jugs into
economical, effective fly traps. A
Milk Jugg™ Trap pack comes with
two escape-proof plastic tops
and attractant. Add water and
attractant, then pop the top and the
milk jug is ready to trap.
Prod. #
100520148

Prod. Desc.
Case Qty.
Adhesive Fly Trap (12”) 24
Adhesive Fly Trap (24”) 24

Super-sticky fly ribbons that
can be hung anywhere,
Lure Fly™ Fly Catchers are
disposable, low-maintenance,
cost-effective fly control.

Prod. Desc.
Case Qty.
Jug Trap Tops (2-Pack) 24
Prod. #
45200
45260

Prod. Desc.
Adhesive Ribbon
Adhesive Ribbon

Case Qty.
100
600

